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America is on a path to a “majority-minority” nation.  
According to official predictions, this momentous 
transition will occur shortly after 2042— but the future 
is pressing closer than many think.  Demographers now 
believe that our youth will be majority-minority by 2023, 
and that 2010 or 2011 will be the first year in the U.S. in 
which the majority of births will be to parents of color.   

The new world these young people, white and non-white, 
will face is full of both opportunities and challenges.  To 
some extent, racial barriers have fallen. A black man now 
occupies the highest political office in the nation. The 
leadership of the country in politics, business, and civic 
institutions is now more diverse than ever.  And while the 
country has recently seemed to be driven by the politics 
of race — including the forced resignation of Agriculture 
official, Shirley Sherrod, discussions of altering the notion 
of birthright citizenship, and struggles over the location of 
an Islamic cultural center in New York — acts of outright 
racism are admittedly far and few between.  

At the same time, something more subtle but nonetheless 
insidious is afoot.  Racial gaps in economic and academic 

outcomes have persisted since the early 1970s, even 
as globalization demands that all of our nation’s talent 
be ready to contribute to a strong America.  While 
segregation of any type is illegal, our neighborhoods and 
schools remain sharply divided. Our prison systems have 
grown dramatically, housing disproportionate shares of 
youth of color and often failing to deliver on the promise 
of rehabilitation and reentry. And place has sometimes 
taken the place of race, with access to education, 
opportunity, and even healthy food determined by one’s 
address not one’s ambition.

It is not new that youth of color, particularly those in 
communities with concentrated poverty, generally have 
worse performance rates and outcomes. Some have 
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“[Undocumented youth] realized the pathway to 
liberation could be in starting a group and building a 
collective identity and taking bold, risky actions that 
really created this level of euphoria that made them 

feel like they can change the world.” 
— Jose Luis Marantes, 

Center for Community Change     
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In what follows, we explore the field of inter-ethnic youth 
leadership development for people aged 18 to 26.  We 
look at this age group because it is a formative moment 
for lifetime patterns of civic engagement, and is also a 
time when so many youth of color get lost — dropping 
out of high school, struggling through community college, 
juggling the demands of adult life for the first time and 
often without adequate support.  The field of inter-ethnic 
youth development at this age and socioeconomic bracket 
is, we would suggest, under-developed — and given the 
life trajectory of many of these young people, community 
colleges may be particularly strategic institutions for 
intervention.  

We begin the paper by detailing the challenges as well as 
successes in this emerging area of youth development.  
We then focus on three areas that are particularly 
pertinent to youth leadership development: the changing 
demography of youth across the nation, the dual needs 
of youth as both clients and constituents, and the 
importance of proactively addressing the intersectionality 
of race and identity.  Along the way, we identify gaps in 
the existing leadership development field, not to highlight 
the deficits but rather to point towards areas where new 
solutions and new strategies can help the field move 
forward.  We close by offering a variety of strategies and 
opportunities — for both practitioners and funders — to 
address those gaps and develop and strengthen the field.  
Finally, we end with a message of hope: we really do think 
a series of well-placed investments could make all the 
difference. 

The hopeful message we impart is not just ours: in the 
process of researching this piece, we talked to dozens 
of leaders across the country and eventually convened 
nearly forty of them for a meeting at the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation to discuss both our findings and 
their learnings.  We can take a bit of credit for what 
follows — we did, after all, try to synthesize, summarize, 
and strategize.  But mostly we sought to be faithful in 
communicating their wisdom and their vision that another 
world is indeed possible — and that it is young people, 
with the support of elders and organizations, who will play 
a critical role in making it happen. 

suggested that the best way to address these challenges 
is to imagine the post-racial future some think is already 
here: focus on lifting up all boats, knowing that this will 
likely help young people of color along the way. But 
another equally valid approach suggests that we must 
put race up front to get race behind — we must make 
achieving racial equity central to our society and our 
politics.

Part of that second approach also means seeing youth 
of color not simply as the beneficiaries of social policy, 
but the co-creators of the social movement that will 
make change happen. Developing the leadership 
potential of youth so they can change the systems that 
are not working for them and, subsequently, hold those 
institutions accountable, is critical.  This does not mean 
that service provision is not necessary — our research 
shows that youth face numerous challenges and need 
mentoring as well as support.  But it does mean youth 
empowerment is crucial to meeting the needs of young 
people in the 21st century.

“‘It’s always been an emerging field; it’s been 
evolving. In everything I’ve seen, it’s experimental 

or evolving, like ‘let’s try this right now.’”
 — Kimi Lee, 

Movement Strategy Center
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Traditional youth leadership development programs 
such as after-school mentoring, sports and recreation, 
vocational skills training, and the like, have thus far 
dominated the field of youth leadership development.   
However, an investment in youth who can lead for 
equity in the 21st century will differ from past dominant 
approaches in several key ways.  

First, traditional leadership programs for youth and young 
adults of color have often been built on a deficit frame. 
They are structured to provide services to the needy 
rather than organize opportunities that empower them. 
A new approach needs to maintain a service component 
that is more asset-driven and more focused on how young 
leaders can change the world they face.

Second, issues of racial difference in history and culture 
have often been downplayed in favor of common but 
shallow agendas with the hope that inter-ethnic tensions 
might weaken by contact rather than by communication.  
As we note below, with the changing demography, 
this approach runs the risk of “undermobilizing” 

populations who need to be seen in the way in which 
issues are framed and leadership is developed.

Third, youth leadership training has often been focused on 
either high-school or college students (or recent college 
graduates).  While important, this leaves out community 
college and out-of-school populations — populations that 
tend to be more heavily people of color and tend to have 
more barriers to success.  

Finally, we think it crucial in these times to stress a 
different sort of youth leadership — one that is attuned 
to and rooted in social movements.  We stress the 
social movement aspect because we think that big 
changes are needed — and big changes come when 
people band together around a new vision and joint 
action — as in the civil rights movement, the women’s 
movement, and the environmental movement.  The 
most successful social movements, moreover, are 
intersectional — they find a way of speaking across 
differences — and it is exactly this border-crossing that 
will be essential for young leaders to learn and practice. 

DEFINING INTER-ETHNIC YOUTH LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Less than 40% People of Color

“Tipping Point” Regions: 40% to 50% People of Color

“Majority-Minority” Regions: Greater than 50% People of Color

2007
Percent People of Color by Metropolitan Area Population Between 18-39 Years Old

Source: PERE Analysis of the Building Resilient Regions (BRR) database - a project of the Network on Building Resilient Regions, funded by the MacArthur Foundation.
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DEMOGRAPHY AS DESTINY
“We can’t assume that demography itself will 

create a just society.”
Denise Fairchild, CD Tech and Emerald Cities Collaborative

Young people in our nation’s metropolitan areas are 
experiencing what it is to be “majority minority” before 
the rest of us.  Sadly, such youth of color struggle to 
succeed more than others, partly  because of subpar 
educational opportunities that steer many youth to 
dropping out, entering the low-wage work market, or 
simply winding up entangled in the criminal justice 
system.  

Some have assumed that when people of color become 
the majority, systems working against them will simply 
change.  But youth who have gotten off the college track 
are significantly less likely to be civically engaged (for a 
variety of reasons), and are often not challenging the 
structures that have impeded their own opportunity.1

So, while demography is our destiny, our fate is not 
determined. Being part of the majority does not 
automatically translate into having a greater hand in 
shaping the future.   Power plays a large role.   Having 
more people of color in leadership does not automatically 
translate into increased attention and resources unless 
they are equipped with a racial equity framework. 
Therefore, we need an intentional strategy to shape our 
future by preparing the next generation of leaders with 
the analysis, skills, and tools to “tip” the nation towards 

1 See Jonathan F. Zaff, James Youniss, & Cynthia Gibson, “An Inequitable 
invitation to citizenship: non-college-bound youth and civic engagement,”  
(Prepared for Philanthropy for Active Civic Engagement (PACE), 2009).

equity.  As Alberto Retana, Director of Community 
Outreach for the Department of Education has said, “If we 
don’t, in 2042, we’ll be having the same conversation.” 

In terms of dealing with the shifting demography, our 
research and conversations with youth leaders and their 
trainers identified the following two gaps in existing 
leadership development: 

1. The Inter-ethnic Gap is the failure of our policies 
to close the gap in social and economic outcomes 
by race and ethnicity.  To tackle this, leadership 
programs need to encourage tough and honest 
conversations about race that can challenge the 
status quo. However, this runs against the usual 
American reluctance to talk about race — with 
whites worrying that they will make an awkward 
comment and people of color worrying that race 
will be the only prism through which they are seen.  
Nonetheless, “talking race” is necessary to tackle our 
disparities.

2. The Generation Gap has at least two components.  
The first is related to the inter-ethnic gap: there is a 
disconnect between an older, more politically active, 
and whiter set of voters and an up and coming, 
more diverse, but less politically engaged young 
population. The racial and other differences by 
generation can impact the willingness of the older 
population to expend resources and make systems 
work for the younger population.  The second 

Community Coalition’s Youth Organizing and Education Campaign

Community Coalition (CoCo) blends civic engagement and supportive services to enable the high school youth of South L.A. 
to make a difference in their neighborhood.  Founded in 1990 by former California Assembly Speaker Karen Bass, CoCo 
organizes the community to improve social and economic conditions in South L.A., with a focus on black-brown unity and 
intergenerational leadership.  The work has brought no less than half-a-billion dollars to South L.A. schools.  

Organizing in the high schools, South Central Youth Empowered through Action (SC-YEA, pronounced “Say Yeah”), supports 
youth and empowers them to address the disparities in how resources are allocated at Los Angeles Unified School District 
(LAUSD), the nation’s second largest school district.  CoCo has won campaigns focused on closing the achievement gap by 
improving South L.A. high school facilities, ensuring access to college preparatory coursework, and preparing students for high-
skilled, high-wage careers.  Most recently, CoCo catalyzed the creation of the Architecture, Construction, and Engineering 
(ACE) Academy at Locke High School - an innovative academy that prepares high school students to go directly into a career 
in a growing industry or to a four-year university.

SC-YEA’s success is the result of years of investment in youth.  Staff organizers bring together leaders of youth-led High School 
Organizing Committees (HSOCs) from eight South L.A. high schools, and invite committed members to SC-YEA’s twice-
weekly meetings, which focus on hands-on organizing as well as interactive political education and discussion. But CoCo also 
directly invests in basic supports, like transportation, dinner, academic counseling, and free to low-cost SAT courses. 
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generational dimension is related to mentoring.  
Many young people in the social justice field feel 
un-mentored, with millenials particularly concerned 
that their newer (and often more nuanced) 
understandings of race and class are not valued by 
veterans of earlier struggles.

CLIENTS TO CONSTITUENTS
“I didn’t get a job at 17 because I was an 
amazing organizer, but because someone 

decided to invest in me.” 
Cheyenne Hughes, Youth Organizer

Youth are often looked at through a deficit frame — as 
needy recipients of services.  By contrast, an asset-based 
approach focuses on the abilities of youth that could make 
them great leaders.  We need to re-conceptualize young 
people as not just clients but constituents — and even 
change agents.

After all, constituents and change agents are the actors 
in broad social movements.  Youth — university students, 
in particular — have been at the forefront of past social 
movements.  The Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee was integral to the Civil Rights movements of 
the 1960s.  Since the early 1990s when Propositions 209 
and 21 were brought to the ballot in California,2 a new and 

2 California Proposition 209, passed in 1996 by a slight majority, 
ended the use of affirmative action in determining admissions to public 
institutions. In particular, after Prop 209, admission and enrollment 
rates of African American students plummeted at the University of 
California, drawing criticism that the UC system furthered racialized 
elitism. Proposition 21 increased the penalties for youth charged with a 
variety of criminal acts, many of them gang-related. Youth and human 
rights groups opposed the proposition because of requirements to be 
tried in adult court and its potential to increase juvenile incarceration — 
disproportionately for youth of color.  The California proposition passed in 
2000 with the support of over 60 percent of the state’s voters.

growing movement of youth has generated an emerging 
field of youth-driven and youth-led organizations, 
campaigns, and alliances.  Emerging research shows that 
such activist students are not only making an impact on 
themselves and their communities, but that they seem 
to have more resilience and survivability in challenging 
educational institutions.

While we think such individual resilience is important, 
we focus on how transforming youth from “clients” into 
“constituents” will not only make systemic change more 
likely but will keep institutional leaders accountable 
for years to come.  In light of the critical role that the 
education system plays in preparing our future leaders, 
many development programs for young adults focus on 
students in four-year institutions.  However, we believe 
that one of the most underdeveloped, untapped youth 
populations is at the community college level.  Focusing 
on community colleges makes sense because they 
disproportionately serve students from lower-income 
backgrounds, are themselves under-resourced, and would 
benefit greatly from the institutional and policy reform 
that a more mobilized youth population could help insure.

In this transition from client to constituent to change 
agent, our research and conversations with youth leaders 
and their trainers identified the following key gaps in 
current practice:

 ▪ The Theory of Change Gap is the tendency to think 
that well-researched policy directives from above 
can change conditions for those below.  We do not 
doubt the role of think tanks in changing the world.  
However, many good ideas go unimplemented for 
lack of a well-organized constituency base, and such 
constituencies can ensure that reforms are sustained 
in the long-term. Inside strategies based on policy 
experts and politicians are bolstered and made more 
effective by an outside, bottom-up approach. 

 ▪ The Institutional Gap has at least two dimensions.  
The first has to do with how most programs target 
high school aged youth or youth in four-year 
institutions, neglecting a large group of youth of 
color who are disproportionately in community 

“We always emphasize the human potential over the 
history of racial oppression and racism. We cannot do 

it unless we acknowledge that it is there.”  
- Nelson Johnson,  

The Beloved Community Center
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colleges and/or in the world of work.  We suggest 
that of the two missing arenas, community colleges 
may offer the most institutional traction and 
should be the focus of special efforts.  The second 
institutional gap is that between organizers and 
service providers. While we emphasize young 
people as constituents not clients, this does not 
erase the need to help youth track through the 
multiple stressors that complicate their lives.  Youth 
need supportive services (i.e., financial aid, child 
care, immigration assistance, and counseling) 
in combination with leadership development to 
succeed. 

RACE IS REAL
“We know what predispositions are of people 

who are good at solidarity - flexibility, 
extroversion, tolerance, cultural empathy. They 
possess these qualities before they step into a 

context where they need solidarity. If we know 
that, we can cultivate those qualities.” 

Ange-Marie Hancock, University of Southern California

Issues of ethnicity and equity have grown increasingly 
complex — consider the debate about the impacts of 
immigrants on African American prospects.   Further,  

today’s youth are linked together through multiple 
categories of different identities — racial, cultural, 
political, sexual, spiritual, socioeconomic, etc.— that 
both connects them and leaves them never quite fitting 
anywhere.   Their identity is “intersectional.”  Moreover, 
the neighborhoods in which many young people of color 
grow up and continue to live are increasingly integrated 
— not with white populations but with Latinos, African 
Americans, and sometimes Asian Americans.  

When we say that “race is real,” we do not mean that this 
is the only dimension by which identification happens.  
We understand that identity is intersectional — and that 
solidarity and collective action comes through hard-
earned trust.  In the course of our research, we were 
impressed and inspired when we found African American 
youth advocating for immigrant rights, Asian American 
youth working towards prison reform, and young Latinos 
struggling for a more open approach to issues of sexual 
preference and identity. 

What we do mean, however, is that differences cannot 
be ignored. We understand that one approach to 
inter-ethnic relationship-building and collaboration is 
stressing common ground.  But another approach to 
overcome distrust and self-interest involves seeking 
“uncommon common ground” — having hard and honest 

De Anza College Institute for Community and Civic Engagement: 

Blending social justice service learning and civic engagement at the community college level, the Institute for Community and 
Civic Engagement (ICCE) at De Anza College is working to close one of the institutional gaps we identify. 

Based in the Silicon Valley, the college is working to achieve educational equity across racial and ethnic groups, with a goal of 
having no more than 5% difference in academic success rates across groups.  Seventy-three percent of De Anza College’s 23,000 
students identify as non-white.  Under the new direction of College President Brian Murphy, civic engagement, service learning, 
and campus-community collaboration have become explicit strategies that the college is undertaking in order to achieve their 
equity goals. In fact, one of the three key points in their mission statement is to “challenge students of every background…to serve 
their community in a diverse and changing world.”

ICCE is developing an educational pathway from high school to post-grad for community organizing. Students can pursue a 
certificate of “Leadership and Social Change” by completing a course on “Grassroots Democracy: Leadership and Power” along 
with 14 other units of courses listed as part of the Community Service Learning (CSL) program.  ICCE’s service learning 
is focused more on community empowerment/community organizing than on “volunteering.” ICCE also offers an Internship 
Program, during which students can intern during their sophomore year with a local community-serving organization, to put their 
learning into practice. 

De Anza College demonstrates the difference that institutional leadership and commitment from the top can make.  The Silicon 
Valley is building its civic engagement infrastructure, in general, and De Anza, in particular, is leveraging their resources to seed civic 
organizations — starting with student activist groups on campus.  For example, the college built up capacity to work with Latino 
students and by engaging students in setting their own agenda, a new Latino group called ¡LEAD! (Latina/o Empowerment At 
De Anza) was formed. The hope is that students gain a social justice orientation and core set of skills at De Anza, continue to gain 
skills at a four-year university, then return to their community and emerge as leaders there.
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conversations about difference that results in empathy 
and solidarity.  Communities have unique identities and 
issues, but strategizing policy change based on a single 
group’s needs has its limitations.  A new generation of 
leaders will have to learn to lead across multiple, diverse 
communities and to see each group’s struggle as part of 
the larger agenda for social equity.   Such leadership that 
understands but does not erase difference is needed for 
broad-based change. 

In acknowledging the importance of identity as a starting 
point, our research and conversations with youth leaders 
and their trainers identified the following key gaps in 
current practice:

 ▪ The Framing Gap is the result of an approach to 
messaging that relies on common experiences and 
does not consider the multiple identities of youth 
of color.   While such “least common denominator” 
framing is often billed as the easiest path to unity, 
it runs the risk of “undermobilizing” groups for 
whom the experiences of their race and other 
identifications are (more than) real.  Working race 
and other differences into the picture is challenging.  
Values-based conversations — in which individual 

stories are told and common values are identified — 
offer one way to address the framing gap. 

 ▪ The Organizing Gap has two primary dimensions.  
The first is the gap between traditional, issue-based 
organizing and what we (and others) call values-
based organizing.  We suggest that the former can 
lead to thin coalitions that are limited in scope 
and easily perturbed by shifting political winds.  By 
contrast, values-based organizing can build lasting 
bridges and social movements that cross issues, 
identities and communities.  Such a values-based 
approach can help us move beyond paralyzing 
notions of difference to a common, yet varied 
and long-lasting narrative.  The second dimension 
highlights the need for policy solutions. Americans, 
both young and old, are a pragmatic lot — if they 
do not see change, they find little reason to stick 
around for conversation.  As a result, we stress that 
discussions about race and values need to move to 
an actual policy platform where young people (and 
others) can see the actual impacts of their work.   
Values-based organizing always comes back to 
concrete social change.

Public Allies Los Angeles:

Public Allies Los Angeles (PALA) aims to train the next generation of young people to lead their communities towards racial 
justice.  Run from within Community Development Technology Center (CDTech) at Los Angeles Trade Technical College 
(LATTC), PALA heavily recruits each cohort from affected communities.  As a result, this chapter of Public Allies is the 
most economically and racially diverse chapter amongst the national program’s 15 affiliates which aim to prepare students for 
non-profit and organizing work after college. 

To prepare their students, each cohort goes through an intensive year of training.  The tailored curriculum fosters discussion 
about race in diverse organizations, interpersonal and structural racism, as well as moving from deconstructing social issues 
to building constructive alternatives. Training topics include: Personal Leadership Development; Communication Skills; 
Placement Reflections; Race, Power, Privilege and Oppression, Introduction to Team Service Projects; Group Dynamics; 
Project Planning; Power; Facilitation and Team Service Project; and Introduction to Asset-Based Community Development. 
CDTech recently launched a second-year program that trains Allies in professional development, and alumni often return 
to conduct trainings for current Allies.

But Allies do more than train.  Each Ally is placed in one of Los Angeles’ many community organizations to experience 
what their training means professionally.  Balancing training and work is tough, especially for these youth with complicated 
personal lives — each cohort includes students with criminal backgrounds, young and/or single parents, allies on the cusp 
of poverty, and other challenging circumstances.  As a result, PALA provides life coaching for each student, which makes it 
possible for many of them to stay with the program.

Says Benny Torres, the new President and CEO of CDTech, PALA supports a diversity that is “grounded in a values system 
and understanding of how to negotiate with each other.”  He believes that such an approach will “create the tipping point 
for a community revolution” aimed at influencing policy, economic development, and the built environment of the local 
community.
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While we have identified some key gaps, there are also 
a series of stellar groups trying to address these, often 
with great creativity and great effect.  Such efforts are 
crucial: improving youth leadership activities can both 
steel youth for their ride through sometimes difficult 
and unresponsive institutions, and encourage those 
same youth to challenge and change systems.  And the 
field, nascent as it may be, is now generating a range of 
promising strategies to do just that.

To cull best practices, we gave special attention to two 
fields that we believe have the greatest potential for 
supporting the development of a new generation of 
leaders.  First, we both studied and talked with those 
involved in social justice service learning organizations.  
Such organizations offer valuable practices and lessons 
in improving students’ performance and enhancing their 
sense of civic and social responsibility.  They also provide 
models for how educational institutions can serve as 
anchors, or ground zero, for preparing a pipeline of new 
leaders from diverse backgrounds.  

Second, we interviewed staff at civic engagement 
organizations that work across different racial 
communities towards long-term social change from the 

“bottom-up.”  Such organizations either worked directly 
at building an engaged and informed constituency base 
at the grassroots level, or support such efforts through 
capacity building and technical assistance.  And because 
this is a relatively new area, we went beyond youth groups 
per se,  and also investigated a wide range of related fields 
including inter-faith and inter-ethnic organizations of 
adults, coalitions fighting for immigrant rights, and recent 
attempts to coalesce labor unions and community groups 
that have historically been at odds.  

We found five main areas of best practices: 1) supporting 
individual leadership, 2) creating a community of leaders, 
3) building inter-ethnic organizations, 4) engaging in 
issues, and 5) scaling up.  While the correlation to the gaps 
previously identified is not one-to-one, in concert, the 
best practices fill out the needs of the field:

1. Developing and supporting individual 
leadership  

We find great merit in an approach codified by 
Marshall Ganz and the New Organizing Institute that 
starts with the “story of self,” which places individual 
history in the context of a broader public history, and 
provokes leadership out of one’s values rather than 
one’s issues. Applied at Camp Obama in volunteer 
training, the strategy helped elect a President. It is 
now being used to put community college students 
at the forefront of the fight for immigration reform.  
Beyond this simple but fundamental point, we 
need to create mentoring and cross-generational 
programs, pay attention to the transition points 
between institutions and social movement 
organizations, particularly after high school, and 
provide a high level of complementary services, 
particularly to out-of-school and community college 
youth.

2. Creating a community of leaders  

Often this means promoting unity within a  
single-identity community on the way to building a 
multi-identity organization and movement. Building 
ties of trust requires the patient development of 
“safe spaces,” recognizing that the heat of campaigns 
and issue organizing can lead to transactions 
rather than transformations. We were intrigued, 
for example, by an effort launched by the usually 

PROMISING PRACTICES TO FILL THE GAPS
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Interesting Models Worth Noting

 ▪ Mobilize.org recognizes the contributions and unique issues of millennial veterans, many of whom are people of color.  

 ▪ Students Working for Equal Rights (SWER) and the Florida Immigrant Coalition (FLIC) helped organize undocumented 
students to share their stories and heighten awareness for the DREAM Act.1  

 ▪ Applied Research Center (ARC) focuses on media, including new media, and how to reach youth of color “to build an 
identity for people who care about racial justice that isn’t color-bound and that is aspirational”.2

 ▪ The Inner City Muslim Action Network (IMAN) in South Chicago, works with Arab, Latino, and African American youth 
on what it means to be people of the world, and how to achieve social justice through organizing and training in video 
production, web-design, and art classes.  

 ▪ Brotherhood/Sister Sol is connecting the dots between addressing homophobia and working with a racial justice framework 
by teaching youth how to respect themselves, respect others and respect difference.

 ▪ The American Federation of Teachers, Local 1521 — which represents faculty in the Los Angeles Community College 
District — is plugging students into social movement organizing through the issues of educational access and the labor 
movement.  

 ▪ The national Alliance for Educational Justice (AEJ) addresses youth transitions between institutions as they age by creating 
space for youth leaders who are too young to be full-time organizers but no longer in high school.3    

 ▪ The New World Foundation’s Civic Opportunity Initiative Network (COIN) creates opportunities for academic and 
leadership training for young leaders by linking them to grassroots community organizing, in-depth training and mentoring, 
and tuition assistance for college. 

 ▪ Center for Community Change’s Generation Change partners with community groups to provide technical assistance 
through a specialized train-the-trainer for youth organizers that brings together a diverse group of leaders that then return 
with the expertise back to their communities.

1 See Trail of Dreams website: http://www.trail2010.org/about/.

2 Rinku Sen, Applied Research Center, interview, March 13, 2010.

3 Philanthropy for Active Civic Engagement’s (PACE) “Civic Pathways Out of Poverty and Into Opportunity” will soon make available their whitepaper 
on youth transitions and “aging-out” of youth organizations.

http://www.trail2010.org/about/
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multi-racial Center for Community Change entitled 
“Black Space.”  The idea is to enable black leaders to 
find their own way through some tough issues, like 
immigrant integration, as preparation for building 
strong alliances around sometimes contentious 
topics.  In this sense, going from the “story of self” to 
the “story of us” is not about erasing difference but 
seeing your history — and your partners’ histories — 
in the context of a wider struggle for realizing human 
potential.  Expert facilitation, intentional inter-ethnic 
programming, and special attention to black-Latino 
issues — particularly because these are the two 
youth groups experiencing most contact these days 
— are all part of a full package for this best practice.  

3. Building inter-ethnic organizations 

“Be the change you want to see” is more than 
a slogan; it should be a goal of youth leadership 
programs.  This is not to deny the importance of 
focused identity groups, as with the example directly 
above; we applaud efforts that allow particular 
groups to find their own voice even as they strive 
to work with others. But if inter-ethnic leadership 
is the way of the future, we should practice it now.  
Important in getting there is paying attention to the 
composition of staff, a willingness to hire “unlikely 
candidates” from the target communities, and 
ongoing training for staff.  We are especially excited 
about efforts to create new pipelines for inter-ethnic 
leadership that run from high schools, through the 
community college system, and beyond.

4. Engaging in issues

Too often leadership programs are heavy on training 
and light on action.  But there is nothing like 
transforming the world to give youth confidence 
that they can act and deliver. Students in New York’s 
Brotherhood/Sister Sol, for example, ran a multi-year 
effort to convert an abandoned school to community 
use.  Young organizers at Community Coalition in Los 
Angeles fought to insure that college preparatory 
courses were available in high schools in low-income 
South L.A. These types of efforts make sometimes 
abstract concepts of equity real in a way that unites 
people. Sometimes organizations take on issues that 
at face value may seem most relevant to only one 
constituency base but are able to frame them in 
ways that broadens understanding and makes issues 

real, relevant and urgent.  Best practices here include 
joint direct action for shared goals, understanding 
the need to celebrate incremental wins, and pushing 
the envelope to issue areas that require overcoming 
personal prejudices and dispositions to build 
coalitions. 

5. Scaling up

There are many boutique programs around the 
country doing important work. However, particularly 
for the gap we identify regarding community college 
and out-of-school students, it is hard to argue that 
there is more than the beginnings of a field.  The size 
of the field should increase to reflect the size of the 
population and the immensity of the opportunity.  
Many organizations establish their identities locally, 
working directly with young people — and the 
immediacy makes sense. But for long-term impact, 
it is important to also engage at the regional and 
national levels. To scale up, we need to leverage 
existing institutions (such as community colleges), 
work to develop anchor organizations, create 
networking and peer-to-peer-learning opportunities, 
and connect with larger organizations working for 
social justice.  

 “We try to be mindful of having men of color on staff.  
It’s important to have someone who reflects who you 
are for accessibility, and it does make a difference to 

have a strong role model of color.” 
-Carmen Iñiguez,  

Californians for Justice  
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How then can we build upon this work?  We need 
to be clear about the specific field in question.  The 
recommendations we offer below are for leadership 
development for social movements, specifically for 
youth of color who are out of college or in community 
college.  It is institutions that often fail to fully serve such 
young people that are most in need of reform. Enhancing 
accountability through building youth leaders is as much 
a part of systems improvement as, say, the revision of 
curriculum and remediation strategies. 

And while we emphasize the role of youth of color in this 
report, we — and the organizers that came together at the 
convening at the Gates Foundation — think it is critically 
important to involve white youth as well.  This is partly 
because some of these youth also face tough challenges, 
partly because without a racial equity lens, they could 
easily end-up blocking change, and mostly because it is 
just morally right and appropriate to build across the usual 
lines of difference.  While more research and a whole 
separate research effort may be needed to consider how 
to best incorporate white youth, we think that the general 
principles here apply as well — and we were particularly 
struck by the excellent work of Chicago’s Interfaith 
Youth Core, and the way 
in which that organization 
uses religious values and 
identities to create mutual 
understanding and action 
for justice in multiple 
communities.   

In making investments in 
the field, more is generally 
better: there are good youth 
leadership programs out 
there but they are under-
resourced.  At the same time, 
a scattershot approach is not 
strategic and so we make 
specific recommendations for 
defining, strengthening, and 
expanding the field. Three 
major themes run through 
these recommendations. 

The first is that there is a need to build organizations doing 
this work; organizations themselves must be strong for 
the field to be strong. The second is that the field needs 
to build its identity; the story of “self” as an organization 
needs to become the story of “us” as a field. The third 
is that the field needs to build to scale; to make a real 
impact, we need a broader reach.  

A caveat: We do not pretend that these are the only 
interventions in this field. Nor do we think these are either 
the only — or even the most important issues — facing 
our youth.  Other worthy investments might include the 
multiple pathways approach for high schools, enhanced 
access by immigrant youth to public post-secondary 
systems, and workforce development models that have 
neighborhood-based programs and pipelines.  Alas, 
each of these could fill an entire report, so with a nod 
to popular culture — and with a proper drum roll to get 
started — here are our top ten recommendations:

1. Invest resources for youth as both clients 
and constituents

To force the fundamental shift away from a 
traditional approach that views youth as un-

10 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BUILDING THE FIELD
“We have pieces of a pipe. That’s not a pipeline.”

Taj James, Movement Strategy Center
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empowered “clients” to be served, we have 
emphasized the notion of youth as an active 
constituency base for change. In reality, youth face 
multiple barriers to success — low income, low 
education, single parenthood, criminal histories — 
and so need services like transportation, academic 
counseling, and life mentoring in order to fully 
engage.  For both organizers and funders, this means 
integrating service and systemic funding.   

2. Take risks on new leadership

With already tight budgets, organizations are 
looking to hire staff who can give the most bang 
for their buck. Instead of hiring affected youth, 
organizations are hiring those who best qualify on 
paper. Youth from the neighborhood need more 
staff development, mentoring, and support services, 
but they are more personally connected with the 
goals of the organization. Further, as one organizer 
mentioned, “having a college education is not 
really an indicator that you are going to be a good 
organizer.” Funders need to provide groups with the 
resources, trust, and space that will allow them to 
build individual leadership from the community they 
serve — often through operational support. This 
will allow them to make the “risky” decisions that 
will create a new generation of inter-ethnic youth 
leadership.     

3. Build unusual alliances

Alliances serve as bridges for engaging members, 
whether individuals or organizations, in relationships 
that transcend single identities, issues, and 
geographies. To fully engage the intersectional 
identities of youth, new partners are needed who 
understand them.   And finding partners active in 
the lives of out-of-school youth will be critical in 
addressing that field gap.  Moreover, increasing the 
reach of the field, say, to business and traditional 
youth development, will open up resources and get 
us headed towards a movement.  For funders this 
can mean funding alliance building with the long-
term commitment and patience required to build 
trust, a shared vision, and common work between 
sectors that have not worked together.

4. Identify the compelling frame and story 
for the field

To move into maturity, the field needs a compelling 
and coherent story of why this work and this 
movement matters. Building the “story of us” puts 
youth leadership development organizations on 
the same page, establishes a de facto reason why 
youth, foundations, and other partners should come 
on board, and defines the goal of the movement. 
This defining also enables organizations to find 
their niche in the greater whole.  For funders, 
this means providing funding for organizations to 
invest in communication, framing, and storytelling 
and helping to disseminate the story in order to 
bring in additional partners, both traditional and 
untraditional.  

5. Define metrics that capture transactions 
and transformations

Inter-ethnic youth leadership development 
organizations are underfunded partly because the 
metrics and evaluation have not been developed in a 
way to back up the story of the work.  

Essential to capturing both the transactional (did we 
win the campaign?) and transformational (did our 
youth grow?) achievements is establishing short, 
intermediate and long-term goals.  An evaluation 
framework that lays out the capacities and phases of 
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gaps within organizations — are important. As hinted 
above, funders can help by building youth criteria 
into giving strategies and asking all grantees about 
how they are engaging youth through their proposed 
work.

8. Identify and Invest in Anchor 
Organizations

Anchor organizations help others grow and can be 
the connective tissue for the field.  Organizations 
that are already large, strong, and making a big 
impact are ideal - giving smaller organizations a 
large influx of funding before their infrastructure can 
handle it is risky.  But, larger organizations need solid 
investments  to have the capacity to serve as anchors 
to help the field scale up together.  Doing so will also 
encourage the field to remain in the hands of the 
practitioners, instead of the funders. To be clear, we 
are not saying smaller organizations should not be 
funded — they should — but that moving this field 
to maturity will require defining and strengthening 
key anchors that will have a stabilizing influence. 
Funders and practitioners should work together with 
humility and honesty to identify these organizations.

9. Invest in networking and peer-to-peer 
learning

Scaling up all these efforts is critical: what we 
have now is a set of boutique organizations that 
frequently know little about each other and have 
few opportunities to broadcast their stories.  We 
think there may be great merit in creating peer-
to-peer learning opportunities as well as figuring 
ways to become rooted in formal institutions such 
as community colleges.  The Community Learning 
Partnership (CLP), for example, is working in seven 
metro areas to interest community colleges and 
others in creating career pathways for social change 
agents. It is an intriguing effort that is conscious 
about institutional self-interest and how that could 
lead to more permanent resources to support the 

organizational development, along a continuum that 
uses both qualitative and quantitative measures, will 
be part of this. For funders this means relaxing the 
emphasis on “effective grantmaking” and working 
with researchers and organizations  to develop a 
new set of metrics that can make the link between 
organizing (short-term) and outcomes (long-term), 
between inter-ethnic collaboration and real progress 
on eroding disparities.  

6. Be active (but cautious) collaborators 
with funders

Funders can provide the resources to build networks, 
provide learning opportunities, and create the space 
for spiritual reflection and recharging. Funders may 
play a role in “framing,” learning, and developing 
the work and may be able to expand the field in 
ways organizers cannot.  Funders could expand 
“youth organizing” as a category for grant-making, 
as well as systematically check for a youth leadership 
component to all related grants as a marker of a 
strong proposal. But while funders need to be part 
of the glue, they also need to approach the table 
recognizing that the funder-grantee relationship 
creates a power dynamic that can impede honest 
conversations. So for funders, this means being 
disciplined and focused on their role: supporter, 
convener, and conveyor of information about best 
practices from and to the broader world. It also 
means creating a safe feedback system for grantees 
so they can push back on their funders without the 
risk of losing funding.  

7. Build youth organizations and 
organizations with youth components

Many organizations do not receive the amount 
of funding needed just to support the work in 
which they are currently engaged.  Because of 
this, funders should provide organizations with 
resources specifically targeted towards youth 
organizing.  At the same time, there is a pressing 
need for other organizations — community groups, 
labor unions, immigrant rights organizations — to 
build in a component wherein youth have agency.  
Environmental justice organizations have frequently 
developed youth programs in high schools and 
elsewhere, providing growth opportunities that are 
not captured by the traditional “youth field.” Such 
opportunities — which also address generational 

“A lot of organizing often times ignores race entirely 
and assumes that the issues alone will unite people 
and it’s just not enough — that’s not good enough.”  

- Alberto Retana,  
Director of Community Outreach for the  

U.S. Department of Education
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work. Both organizations and foundations should 
prioritize this “connective” work.  

10. Broadcast urgency 

We need to make the case that investment in 
building the field of inter-ethnic youth leadership 
is critical and urgent for the future of our country. 
This will entail several interdependent elements: 
educating the relevant public, developing a common 
definition and paradigm for the field, and studying 
the impacts of youth organizing, inter-ethnic alliance 
building, and social justice service learning programs.   
This also means taking the time to celebrate and 
publicize success stories. No matter how incremental 
the win, victories give practitioners confidence that 
they can effect change and, simultaneously, helps to 
attract new supporters to the field. 

Can a field be forged? We were struck in our research by 
the spark of connection.  When we reached one young 

America is changing — but not quickly enough. The 
demographic shift of 2042 may seem distant, but it is 
current for those entering the world this year and next. 
Racist attitudes are eroding, but racial differentials persist 
and some young people see an older generation seeming 
to lift the drawbridges to success. The economy has 
changed dramatically, but we have little sense — and 
some foreboding — of what is ahead and what it will take 
to survive and thrive as individuals and a nation. There is 
widespread agreement on the need to revamp education 
as part of the roadmap but much less congruence on what 
should happen, where we will start, and who will lead.

For America’s next generation, the future is now.  
Investing in the systems that can support them will help 
move the needle on our nation’s poverty and insecurity 
even as it helps youth realize their own chance to have 
healthy, productive lives. And investing in their leadership 
will shore up their resilience, help them develop their 
potential, and feed into the popular movements that will 
make existing systems and older leaders accountable.

In creating those movements, young leaders will need 
to find what Angela Glover Blackwell, Stewart Kwoh and 

CONCLUSION: CHANGE NOT CHANCE

organizer for an interview and described our project, he 
replied: “Wow, I feel like I’m dreaming. This is beautiful.”  
Other organizers, funders, and professionals working 
in this nascent arena may have been less poetic, but 
their reactions also ranged from “thrilled” to “delight” 
to “excitement.” And while we would like to attribute 
the reaction to the thoughtful rap of our charming 
researchers, there was also a sense that something has 
been quietly building that is about to be recognized, 
nurtured, and matured.

Manuel Pastor call the “uncommon common ground”3 
— not the lowest common denominator of agreement 
but the highest plateaus of intersection and challenge. 
They will need to tackle issues of race and opportunity, 
difference and commonality.  They will need to close gaps 
between generations, frames, and institutions — and they 
will need to erase the perception that those who have not 
made it to a four-year college have somehow lost all sense 
of agency or purpose.

From South Los Angeles to metro Denver to Miami-Dade 
County to urban Chicago to multi-hued West Harlem, 
there are a variety of programs — and young people and 
their allies — pointing the way. They are ready but often 
not networked, eager but often not resourced, exemplary 
but often not profiled.  They deserve to have their story 
told — and their potential realized — and we hope that 
this report aids in that effort.

3 See Angela Glover Blackwell, Stewart Kwoh and Manuel Pastor, 
Uncommon Common Ground: Race and America’s Future, (W.W. Norton & 
Company, Inc. and The American Assembly, 2010).

“[In] inter-ethnic, intergenerational organizing, the 
practical implications of bringing people together 

because of different languages and identities means 
you have to work a lot longer, harder, and smarter for 

the whole type of organizing we’re doing.” 
 -Pramila Jayapal,  

OneAmerica
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APPENDIX D. MAP OF ORGANIZATIONS INTERVIEWED
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Brighton (Boston)

Denver

Fresno

Medford

Chicago

Oakland

Anaheim

New York

San Jose

Baltimore

Greensboro

Washington

Long Beach

New Orleans

Los Angeles

Battle Creek

Miami

Source: PERE Analysis of the Building Resilient Regions (BRR) database - a project of the Network on Building Resilient Regions, funded by the MacArthur Foundation.

Color of Change Interviewees

East Bay Alliance for a Sustainable Economy
Californians for Justice
Center for Third World Organizing
Movement Strategy Center
The Gamaliel Foundation
Black Alliance for Just Immigration
Youth Together
Applied Research Center

Californians for Justice
De Anza College

Californians for Justice

Community Coalition
USC Political Science
CDTech and Public Allies
Koreatown Immigrant Workers Alliance
National School for Strategic OrganizingCalifornians for Justice

Colorado Progressive Coalition

Orange County Congregation Community Organizing

Interfaith Youth Core
Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights
Inner-City Muslim Action Network
Applied Research Center
Gamaliel Foundation

WK Kellogg Foundation

Center on Information and Research on Civic Learning and Engagement

Demos

Building Movement Project
Demos
Brotherhood/Sister Sol
Interfaith Center of New York
Applied Research Center

Center for Applied Research and Technical Assistance
Generational Alliance
GenGage (now Mobilize.org)
Center for Community Change
Demos
United States Student Association

Beloved Community Center

New Orleans Workers Center for Racial Justice

Less than 40% People of Color

"Tipping Point" Regions: 40% to 50% People of Color

"Majority-Minority" Regions: Greater than 50% People of Color 

Miami-Dade Community College
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For hard copies of  this report, please contact:

Program for Environmental and Regional Equity (PERE)
950 W. Jefferson Blvd., JEF 102 
Los Angeles, CA 90089-1291

http://college.usc.edu/pere 
Email: pere@college.usc.edu 

Phone: 213.821.1325 
Fax: 213.740.5680

USC Program for Environmental
                              & Regional Equity


